5

Signs

of Malicious Activity You're Overlooking

If given even the smallest window of opportunity, cybercriminals will readily
exploit any Internet service, protocol, or infrastructure to support their
campaigns and avoid detection. Security and IT admins play critical roles in
monitoring devices and networks for indicators of such malicious activity,
but there may be 5 key signs they’re overlooking.

01 Newly Observed Domains
New domains are constantly being created, but they’re not always utilized for
legitimate purposes. Bad actors often use these new domains for criminal activities
such as spam, malware distribution, or botnets within the ﬁrst minutes of
activating them.
These new domains can bypass security rules because, without proper data and
analysis, they look like blank slates. New domains should be considered dangerous
and blocked for a safe period of time to prevent intrusion into your infrastructure.

02 Newly Active Domains
Bad actors often utilize a domain for malicious purposes for a short period of time
before turning down the domain in an attempt to avoid detection. These domains
often remain dormant for several months or years before they are reactivated for
continued malicious purposes.
Notiﬁcation of these newly reactivated domains could be crucial in helping protect
your infrastructure from malware, breach, phishing and spam campaigns.

03 New Hostnames
Similar to domain name creation, millions of hostnames are created every day.
Adversaries have learned to use hostnames to impersonate other organizations.
Known as “domain shadowing,” a new hostname can indicate an adversary has
mimicked or hijacked a legitimate domain to create subdomains that can distribute
malware or redirect users to other sites that host malicious content or steal
customer conﬁdential information.

04 DNS Changes
With new domains constantly being created and existing ones frequently modiﬁed,
the Internet and DNS are continually changing. Cybercriminals can leverage this
often-overlooked fact to take over entire websites without ever directly touching
them. Instead, they change DNS records to hijack domains and siphon website
visitors to malicious websites.
The redirected traﬃc bypasses their hosts, leaving organizations unaware that
traﬃc is being diverted. This leaves businesses and customers at great risk.

05 NXDOMAIN
Domain Name –> IP (IPv4 A or IPv6 AAAA)
Hundreds of billions of DNS queries are made daily as users navigate the Internet.
While most queries are successfully resolved, there are occasions where DNS
requests can result in a NXDOMAIN (Non-Existent Domain) which signals that the
Domain name is unknown to a DNS server.
In best case scenarios, these reports simply show domains that may have an
audience and need to be registered. In other cases, they may indicate more
malicious activities such as domain name phishing, hijacking, botnet activity, or
infected hosts running malware.

Want to discuss signs your organization may be overlooking?
Schedule a one-on-one demo today!
https://www.farsightsecurity.com/request-demo/
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